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 The detectives are summoned to the scene of an incident on the MTR where a tourist is being held by an assailant. But before the cops can get to him the tourist punches through the glass and as his fingers are cut off, the assailant pulls a gun and shoots Detective Carter in the arm. The detectives are taken to the police station to get medical treatment. But just before they get out Carter hands in his
badge for the police force citing it as his body cannot take any more excitement. After getting their cuts treated the two detectives are brought in front of the Commissioner who is trying to get them to give up their current assignments so that they can be redeployed to Hong Kong Island. While trying to reason with the Commissioner Carter is visited by former partner Breen who has been appointed to
work with him. While chatting they decide to take a drive around Hong Kong Island. When they arrive at a police warehouse they see a group of tourists from the mainland who have stumbled on what appears to be a heroin trafficking scam. But as they begin to question the tourists they hear a noise and as they investigate they find a drug dealer in the building with his merchandise. After a struggle the

dealer is subdued and the drug is confiscated. Returning to the police station the detectives are called to the scene of a shooting and .Carter is shot again. The next day at the hospital Carter tells Lee that he has decided to resign from the force. Cast Michael Enright as Det. James Carter Shawn Doyle as Det. Lee Colette Kappeler as Det. Breen Jerry Wasserman as Det. Chas Ian Waddington as Jimmy
External links Category:Canadian crime films Category:1986 films Category:Films directed by Gerry Wilmot Category:Police detective films Category:CineTel Films films Category:Canadian filmsKupreški Breg Kupreški Breg (; ) is a settlement in the Municipality of Duplek in northeastern Slovenia. It lies in the valley of the Sava River. The area traditionally belonged to the Styria region. It is now

included in the Duplek Statistical Region. Name The name Kupreški Breg literally means 'Kupreš Field', referring to a local meadow. References Kupreški Breg on Geopedia Category: 82157476af
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